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### Title:
**Estelita A. Angeles v. Commission on Audit (COA) and COA-Adjudication and Settlement
Board: A Test of Accountability and Diligence in Handling Government Funds**

### Facts:
On March 12, 2010, in Marikina City, Philippines, an incident involving the robbery of PHP
1.3 million intended for municipal payroll led to a legal battle reaching the Supreme Court.
Estelita Angeles, the officer-in-charge municipal treasurer of San Mateo, Rizal, and the late
cashier Lily De Jesus were embroiled in a controversy over their accountability for the lost
funds. Despite following established procedures and securing the money during transit, an
armed robbery resulted in the loss of funds and the death of De Jesus. Angeles sought relief
from accountability, citing the unexpected event and lack of negligence on her part. The
case  navigated  through  the  Commission  on  Audit’s  (COA)  hierarchy,  culminating  in  a
Supreme Court  decision  addressing  the  standards  of  accountability  and  negligence  in
managing public funds.

### Procedural Posture:
Estelita Angeles’s quest for relief from accountability began with her immediate reporting of
the incident and formal request to the COA. Despite initial recommendations for granting
relief, the COA’s Adjudication and Settlement Board denied her request, deeming Angeles
and De Jesus’s estate jointly liable for the loss, citing the lack of a security escort as a
crucial oversight. Angeles’s subsequent appeal and motion for reconsideration to the COA
were denied, leading her to escalate the matter to the Supreme Court through a Petition for
Certiorari under Rule 64, in relation to Rule 65 of the Rules of Court. The Supreme Court
examined the timeliness  of  the  petition and the merits  of  Angeles’s  claims,  ultimately
deciding on the parameters of liability and the degree of care required in managing public
funds.

### Issues:
1.  Whether  the  Petition  for  Certiorari  was  timely  filed  following  the  procedural
requirements.
2.  Whether  Estelita  Angeles  and  Lily  De  Jesus  exhibited  negligence  in  handling  the
government funds, thereby warranting their accountability for the loss due to the robbery.
3.  The  extent  of  care  and  diligence  required  from  public  officers  in  safeguarding
government funds and properties.

### Court’s Decision:
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The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Estelita Angeles, reversing the COA’s decision and
granting her and De Jesus’s estate relief from accountability for the lost payroll money. The
Court held that Angeles and De Jesus exercised reasonable care under the circumstances,
likening their diligence to that of a “good father of a family.” It concluded that the robbery
was a fortuitous event beyond their control, and the absence of a security escort did not
constitute negligence. Thus, the Court determined that holding them accountable would be
unjust.

### Doctrine:
The ruling established that public officers are expected to handle government funds and
properties with the diligence of a good father of a family. It emphasized that liability for loss
due  to  negligence  requires  a  failure  to  exhibit  such  care.  Moreover,  the  decision
underscored that  unforeseen events leading to the loss,  such as theft  or  robbery,  can
absolve responsible  officers  from accountability,  provided they exercised due care and
prudence expected under the circumstances.

### Class Notes:
1. **Diligence of a Good Father of a Family**: This standard requires public officers to
manage government properties and funds with reasonable care and prudence.
2. **Rule 64**: Governs the procedure for petitions for review on certiorari concerning
decisions of the Commission on Audit.
3. **Negligence**: A comparative standard where lack of care must be shown relative to the
specific situation faced by the public officers.
4. **Fortuitous Event**: An unforeseen event that absolves public officers from liability for
loss of government funds if they exercised appropriate care.

Application: The Angeles case illustrates the balance between strict procedural adherence
and ensuring just  outcomes,  demonstrating the Supreme Court’s  discretion in applying
procedural rules and standards of negligence in the context of public fund management.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the complexities of public accountability in the Philippines, highlighting
the  challenges  faced  by  public  officers  in  safeguarding  government  funds  against
unexpected  criminal  acts.  The  Court’s  decision  contributes  to  the  jurisprudence  on
governmental liability and the standards of care required in the management of public
resources.


